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Abstract

A Comparison of Responses. to Short Stories and Textbook Selections:
A Descriptive Study of Three Molescents' Individual and Croup Responses

The purposes of the study were to 1)'descrihe and compare the oral responses

of three adolescents to short stories and text%ook.selections, 2) -identify and

compare these readers' general expectations for fiction and exposition; and re-

late these expectations to their responses, 3) oescribe ard compap their text-

.
. specific expectations during their reading of the short stories and textbook 4

selections, ard 4) investigate changes in the readers' responses during and'after

small group discussions.'°..

Three llth-grade girls were interviewed to learn about their fanny

interests, preferences for and experiences with reading, general expectations for

fiction and exposition, and experiences with whole class and srall group discussions.

Each responded to two short stories and!Filsocial studies textbook selections.

Individual responses to each text were collected at several points durirg reading,

following readirg, ard fo' awinq small groUp discussions. An intensive co,tent

analysis or the transcriptions from the tape recorded sessions gradually fed Cthe

investigator's identification of categories for coding and, describing, d . Further

Awlysis end synthesis pf the data resulted in generalizations about the three

readers' r;.!sponses and expectations. .

Results of ,the stvdy included the following: each girl had a pre pat-

a
tern of response co-..,mon to both the short stories and texthooli selectiors; purpose.

:or readin!!'inforned all other, general gxpectations for fiction.and expositlon;

establishment of text-speWic expectation's was central to responses to short

4.' stories, but not to tex0ool,...selections; 'moth text types were evaluated according
ti

to the match of a reader's general 'expectations and 'mowledge with text form and
4

content; all three girls were, able to benefit fror the roun discussions; an''.
4

each 'reader identified the 1;trenzths and weeAlesses of the ot'er rirls' responses,

e:;an:ned her own respbnsesin li?ht of the others.' Potertial implications

for teaching are disc
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A Comparison of lesponses to Short Stories atfd Textbook Selections:

A Descriptivit Study of Three. Adolescents' Individual and Group Responsei

The purposes of this study were to 1) describe and compare the oral respon-

1 . ses of three adolescents to two short stories and two textbook selections, 2) to
/

identify these readers' general expectations for reading and responding to fic-

tion and exposition, and relate these expectations to their responses, 3) to des-

cribe and compare readers' text-specific expectations during their reading

of short stories and textbook selections, and 4) to investigate changes in their

responses during and after small group discussions.

Background to the It.ml

t

Literary response theorists emphaiize the significant role of response in

arriving at the "meaning" of a literary work; these theorists contend that it

is the meeting of reader responses and text that creates the literary work

(Britton, 19R2; Holland, 1975; Iser, 1978; Rosenblatt, 1976, 1978). In other

words,'the experience of reading is cenetal. Despite their,use of different

terminology, rhder response theorists are in remarkable agreement about the

nature of response t%Dterature, emphasizing itsIldynamic and recursive quality,

as well the distinctiveness of individuals' responses-according to their

knowledge and experiences (Britton, 1982; leer, 19.48; Rosenblatt, 1976, 1978).

At the same time, none of these theorists supportsracceotance pf any and every

resnonse. Rather, all concur that the text limits and guides individual resnonses.

Further, individual responses may be shared with others who have read the same

text, and this sharing 'of respqnses may leZisto'reexamination or modification of

individual responses (Britton, l9R2; Holland, 1975; Rosenblatt, 1976, 1978).

There is less agreeMent on the nature of response to exnosition. The

"'meaning" of exposition relies more strongly on text, according to Olson (197.)

and Rosenblatt (1976, 1978). In other words, there is a greater emphasis on

4

literaL and interpretive comprehension of the informatim; nresented in the text.
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However,.readers must, still draw. on their kSovled*e and experiences, both to

`comprehend and to read clAtically, so that-differences in backgroundmay lead

to vitriations it understanding and evaluation (Anderson, et al., 1977;. Applebee,

1978;Britton, 1982; Rumelhart, 1980). .

Numerous studies based on reader response theory have examined raiponie to

literature. Written or oral responses to short storieso.poepol, or novels have
,

been collected during or following reading,,and have been elicited.by tasks

ranging from figs respente to highly structured pencil and, paper tasks. The sub-

jects'of these studies have ranged from young children to adults. A final and

important distinction in response studies ts the scale of the, research. Some

studies have been large scale studies (for examplei Anplebee, 1978; Beach, 1973;

Purves,. 1973; Squire, 1964); these studies generally attempted to establish the

range of types of response, identify difficultiee,in- responding, or link respon-,

see to various reader or text characteristics. More recently, howiverlyesearchers'

have examined a small number-of individuals' responses in an attempt to extlore

more intensely the complex nature of response (for exempts, Cullinan, Harwood, E.

Gelds, 198.1; Gelds, 1980; Holland, 1975; Mauro, 1983; Odell & Cooper, 1976).

These studies qenerally'attempted to explain individuals' resoon'ses in light of

their kitowledge, attitudes, developmental stage, or personality.

To my 'Anowled, response to exposition has not been examined in the same

way as-response to literature. For example, many studies limit their focus to

literal or interpretive comprehension. Studies investigating critical comprehen-

sion or comprehension monitoring of exnosition often use artificial texts or

require suhjects,to select rather than supply information or judgments (for ex-

ample, Hare & Pultiam, 1980; Mize, 1980; Patching et al., 1983). The present

study uses a reader response approach to corpare responses to literary and

expository texts.
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General expeetations for reading fictionualio termed concept ()finery

(Apolebee, 1978) orponstruct of form (Mauro, 1983,.have hen shown to lie con-
,

i .
...1 .

. ,
. , , . 4 '

trial to responses te:literaturat'Ortioularly evaluative responses (Mauro, 1983).

To compare responses to short starlet and'textbook selections, this study in

',castigates general expectations for both fiction.and exposition.

Expectations' may also he text.specific, what a reader antipipatesfor up-

coming text based on a combination -óf general expectations and what.his been read
o

so Yar in a particular-text. Th44./ser (1978) described response as a recursive '

preess.of establishing, Checking, andreestahlishing expectationisind'disting.
.

;wished literary from expository twits according to the extent to which expectaw

.tions are met. This study compares text-specific expectations.for.two types of text.

Finally, the'small group discussion format Is used in many secondary class.

b

rooms and advdcated by departments of teacher education. Yet research concerning

the benefits of small group discussion for individual responses islimited. The

present study investigateschanges'in responses to short stories and textbook

.selections during.and after small group discussions.'

This study is based on a dialectical theory..of reading synthesizee from

I

4 the work of Rosenblatt, Iser, Britton, and Applebee. I assume that in the reid-

ins of 'oth fiction and exposition readers actively construct meaning and respond
A'

to that meaning. I also assume that comprehension and response are comoatible,

recursive, dyrIamic, and mutually influencinr processes.

Design of the Studv

The prebent study uses the descriptive technicitles of Caida (1980) and

Mauro (1983) to closely investigate three readers' individual and group responses

to two short stories and two social studies textbook selections.

T"e Participants

I chose three 10th-grade girls to participate in the study from a group of

volunteers from the honors interdisciplinary English and social studies classes
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At 1.Subtiihan hiih1.0401-ikifeitte:
. .

*11..040itik4,40i also re or

.

mended by their lth...*and 1dth.qoAde,En.glish teacher: ai stOdenti:Who reed with ..k

their:
. .,.i

few comprehensio;d..ficUltieep_were.astiOulAte. in_reepon4ng to ire*pmri,,, itii;
i-- 1

: r -.

and who participated in class discussiens. 'Keitricting their number.to three

allowed.all to.participaie eCtiyelY-in the small grouvdiecussions. The three,
. ,

were all girls since being The sing1Kmale or female in the 'group might be un
. .

.t.

comfortable for a 10th.grader, and because of the findings ttiat girls tend to

he more willing. to share their emotional veactions 0Applebee, 19781. I have.

changed the girls' real names to Kate, Tax, and Tess.

The Texts. O ,
The two short stories ("The Scarlet Ibis" by:James'Hurst and mMarigolda"

by Eugenia Collier) and the two social studies textbook.seleWops ("Agenciei of
. .

Socialization: The Family" from a text'hy Elkin and Handel and "Structure and
., . I-I

Interaction in the Ametican Family" from,atext by. Light and Keller) Were all
.

.. 1
. N. .

.

concerned with the topic "the family." ihese.stories and textbook selectiona

were recommended by high school English and social studies teachers as texts

which 10th.gradiSlrls would enjoy or find interesting. All the texts had ke

potential for a wide.tange of responses,' were unfamiliar to the participants,

,

and were of a length allowing reading and responding within a class period. One

of the textbook selections utilized headings and -41Ubheadings to clearly organize

text contgnt; the other -did not.

I divided each of the texts into 'six segments in order to collect ongbirg

as well as 'final responses. These divisions were of similar lentth and were

rinde according ,to the development of. the story or ideas.

Procedures

Each girl was involved in nine individual and four group sessions during

a four week period. At theAniltial session I met individually with Kate, Pat, and

Tess to "'re& the, ice," explain the :1rocedures, and interview tech to learn

4
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'beet her famity interests ipr'tenc.s vit.4,-.410...4tifOien000.fot...reading,.Aana,
. . .

.

frers1 xóectettons .fOr. reit4tñg f.tcton. andex 1!P*tt*POef?Ritt00.00
- '

- . Ely .7 :,':47-ie!-;*-2;71.Lt:class and -smin 11. subsequent. . . ,

:*.sessions Were !tape *riiterded;'.1t'-'---.':'-'.---:-: -:,:.'''' :!. .:,-- _. .-- ..,_-. .. .
..

..,..,
. .... -, ,

at ..r
In the remeining_fieseiOne,:tfiegirls responded first iridividual/y,-thin

, r

In a. group, And aggin indiviaually to eaCkof theshOrt'terieti*d.teXtboOk-':

elections, which.wereprese ted'.alternately. Mhen.reading Slack paxt_forths ,

first time, each girl .read the first segMens silently, talked about her thoughts,

feelings, ooinions, and reactions

.next .segment could be-absut.' T1\is procedure was followed plc all six segmenti

21. j

(Sauire, '1964), and then predicted whet the

;(wikhout the prediction following the final segment). Individual post-reading.

and' group responses were elicited by open.anded.questions, seems Individqal
.

poit.discussion responses. At the final poSt.discussion,session, each. girl des.
,

'cri'ed her overall reactions to the study, the four texts, and the 6scussions.

Aralysiz of Data'

All tape recordings were transcribed, and I added bracketed comsients or
4

underlining to reflect the tone or emphasis of the tape recordings. I listened

to the tape recordings and read and reread the transcriptions to identify and

categorize recurrent ideast topics, patterns, and themes. The final eitegories

4 gleb.

for describing responsez,'egeneral expectations, and text-specific expectations

evolved gradually from my repeated examinations of the data and aresummarized
4

in Table 1 (see p. 6). Data were frequently coded into more than one category

according to the different types of information they contained. i.
Response. To achieve a complete' understanding of these readers' responses,

' information

to the ways

ferenee, or

1

from three categories must he considered. =ltd.

a reader responded, such as literal comprehension,

evaluation (Galda, 1983). Focus afresponse refers

response refers

inliolvement, in-

to the topic of ,

8 BEST COPY/ AVAILABLE
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;Ait'Sg ty olliesponse:14...40,:1943)_
_J64*;1.1 slaisprshensiO04,Ae0#-clrysii itroceniereall

.#,two--TInvOlyiementt-text"..or reeditr, centered

'''-c0041.iiinilW,004=.:::40040.00,04V041L
- de 111.40.44101W'z ''"'--4:4_ ....

14:Citeirie,vte xtf, r. reeder,sinterec
r 2i.AnAlyttei-TI4gt rade*. centered

Zejenetilitit*, WteXtfi.Of, 4ifide*rOinteled

2. Foods of. ResliOnse
. )4'

a. "time, lot .read int
b.1ProeessAitreildiNt
c. Text-contenti.--...-,'

d. Organtiation: of Ftext '.

.e. langmekeilityWOVolitc , , ..:

1. Reader verfonaV aipoopettons
pt. Reader *tattled*, '4Xr-:heljefs

h. Ilidet. hY100,004V4W41400.0
is Irrelevant'

.

3.4qUality Of Response
,.

a. Comprehensiwor.Inferencev. correct, incorrect,
confirmation -: -, -

h. Invoivement: high, .,moderate, low
c. Evaluations poti.tiVel.neutret, neattivel

4. Group Interaction (Sales, 1950)
a. Shows solidarity
I-. Shows tension release
c. Shows agriement
d, Gives suggestion
e. Gives opinion
ptl Gives orientation, information
h. Asks for orientation, information
i. Asks for opinion-
j. Asks for suggestion
k.Alipws disagreement
lie Shows tension

m. Shows antagonism

GENERAL EXPECTATIONS
rFRortgrreiiarng
2. Process of reading
3. Teit content
4. Organizsition'of text
5. Language/style of text
6. Purpose for discussion

I

6

it.

question correction,

supported, unsupgprted by text

, ?ZIT-SPECIFIC EXPECTATIONS
17717;;;;Ta; d-nerii.Expecvaions)
2. Specificity
3. Correctness
4. Certainty ,

. 5. Spontaneity

TABLE 1

9
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a response, such as text content or orianisation or readev'peisonal associations.

punt' of ,response further delscriba the nature 'Of rtsponse. For example, a

comprehension response. may reflect cor ect or erroneous comprehension, otonetther,

posing a question about what is meant.\lbr evaluative rseponses.may be positive,

. neutral, or negative, and may or may not bs supported by evidence from the text.

Finally, it became obvious during.my analysis 'that group respontes needed special

consideration beyond their style, focus, and quality, in order to avoid diitor-

tion due to the r .interaction. Thus group responses were also classified

according to the les Interaction Process Anlysistategories (1950).

General expectations. The categories for describing general expectations

parallel many of the focus of response subcategories. Readers, general expecta-

tions concerned purpose for readilIng, process.of reading, text content, text or-

sanirationi or text language or qtyle. Additionally, these readers expressed

expectations for the purposes ofidiscussion.

lixt-specifieetxpectations. The focus or Topic Of what a reader predicted

for upcoming text again corresponds. to many oi\ete focus of response subcategories.

* .

The readers' articulated text-epecific expectations also ranged from very specific

to general, correct to incorrect, and certain to uncertain. Finally, some pre--

dictions were made spontaneously as part of responding, while others were ob.
so

viously in answer to the prediction task.

I

Results of the Itdr.

While extremely interesting, space limitations preclude highly detailed descrip-
,

tions of the three girls, responses and expectations. Insyrad, I present below

generalizations drawn from their responses and expectations, and provide numerous

examples and quotations from the transcriptions.

4-4
Responses to Short Stories and Textbook Selections

Each of the three readers /tad a preferred patrern of response common to the

10 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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short_Stories and teitbook.select1441. Vbile all .ware able to respond in a

variety of ways and t a number-of topics, each girl. had ar(overaltpreferred

pattern Of respon which included style, focus, and quality. Par example,

.during her reading Xateenalyzad.-aveluated by interpreting and explaining aspects.

of a text or her responses -and following reading.she analysed further and made

'generalizations. The following post reading response to "The Scarlet Ibis" is

typical of Katels

It is a hiCe connection [between the tbisand'Doodlel. And I
think ;ribe it's getting at the theme...that people only have a-
certain capacity, and thy can't go beyond that.

Overall, Pat's responses.during,reading demonstrated her concern with literal

and interpretive comprehension; following reading she analyzed. The following
.\

\ " ..,V

one of Pat's ongoing responses too "The Scarlet Ibis:"

Sounds like it Ctakts place in the SoUthl with the rwampi d
magnolia. Magnolias only grow in the South. They ca /l the
the Bible Belt, and hers it Says hots he was born in'a caul Lnd she
calls it Jesus's nightOwn.

is

And Tess' overall style f response was Anvolvement duting and following reading;

she also analyzed following reading. These responses,. one to a short story and

the other to a textbook selectionodemonstrate the.intentlity of her involvement:

This is sick. The older brother i s a jerk! Oh, my God! To make
him touch his coffin, the coffin they were going to use to bury
him! Mat's. ick! I don't ltke that. I do not like that at
God! Honestly, would have done the same thing as Doodle; I would
have screamed!

This is so obviously written by a man: it's pathetic...COd,
what a chauvenist statement, loth, father usually works and spends
leis time at homs;than the mother." Oh, it makes me sick! That is
really sickening.

The three girls also had preferred focuses in their responses which are

integral to their patterns df response) So Rates responses were'often about

theme, symbols, or purposes-for readingat made statements about the setting
1

and the 1oetic language of the short stories and the written stye of the tort-,.re,

11 BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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. book 'selections. An example is.this ongoing response to ."The Scarlet Ibis:"
. .-,

Doodle. [laughs] I love that name. Maybe he likes to sit
around arid doodle or something;\01.d.Women Swamp: [laughs) I .like that name. I like the way, this Uses Hurst writes. It

....kind of ftows.../tos!easy,to-read. It; reminds) ise.a little bit
of poetry, especially in the introduction.,,

. P /:,/.
P .1

,_/' ..-.All three girls commented on the.ihort story charactersand events anti' all re,.

fated their, own knowledge'to the ideas presented. in the textbook seleCtions. But

for each girl, a focus on story characters or won a personal association was

associated with a different style of response. For example, Rate used her personal.

associations to assist: her analyses, Pat's interpretive comprehension was end

hanced by her knowledge, and Tess remitted emotionally, because her knowledge 4

beliefs were in disagraement With text content.)
)-

Finally, for each of the girls there were(parallets in the quality of respon-
/7

sea to the short stories and textbook *elections. Fo; both types,Xate supported

her generalizations and analyses with text evidence. The majority of her responses

.were insightful, although she sometimes ,provided a "moral of the story" which

went beyond what could be supported by the text or provided a hypothetical scenar

io which was inappropriate. Pat often asked questions orwondered about her tom-

prehension or inferences for both text types, and noted evidence for one wider. /
standing or another when it occurred &n later text segmens For example, she

noted in he ongoing responses to "The Scarlet I4s:"

I was right about its taking place awhile ago. It says about
bombardment in World War Z. Let's see [referring to a footnote].
1918. And about the setting. We know theytre,down in the South
because of the cotton.

Pat's analyses of the stories were occasionally overextended; similarly, her

personal associations or statements of knowledge or beliefs were sometimes in.

Appropriate since she applied her poitivs and upper.midae-class experiences to

text about - working ass families. And the personal involvement shown in Tess'

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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responses was equally strong for both types of .text.

To summarize briefly, each of the three participant, had an overall preferred

pattern of resposise.which included ways of responding, topics of response, and

qualiti of respOiss.jimilar:fur the short storims and the textbook selections.
A

General ftesatig. for Fiction. Exposition, and Sharing Reeponses

Expectations concerning purposes frit' reading informed all'other general

expectations. While there were some general expectations commonly held by all

three readers for fiction or exposition, the combinations of expectations and

the strengths with which they were held were individ el.

In explaining their purposes for reading fiction, all three girls dis-

tinguished between two typal of stories, what they termed "good"-stories and

"light" OT "trash" stories. A enjoyeelighestories and stated that the purpose

of such reading was enjoymen or escape: "Good" stories share with "light"'

Stories the purpose of enjoyment, but in addition they convey a message about

life as viewrS by another person, the author . s Kate explained, "A story has to

have a theme, a meaning, a reason why it was written. Otherwise just a

jumple of words." Slat,ff (1970) commentel on the contradictory nm4re of these

purposes: a reeponse.to a story which challenges preconceived values or current

orderings of experiences may involve disruption and disorder, hardly an enjoyable

experience. In fact, this disruption characterized Rate's reading of "Marigolds"

and Tess' reading of "The Scarlet Ibis."

In contrast, exposition's purpose_isto inform. Exposition was not categorized

as "light" or "good" as fiction was, but as "interesting" or "dull." All three

reader, said they find their reading of exposition to be boring some of the time.

!Cate related this to the fact that expository reading is often assigned, Pat to

exposition's frequent irrelevance to her concerns, and Tess to her preference for

stories. All expect to enjoy and become involved in stories, assigned or not,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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because "stories are about people" and their conflicts, but they do'not expect

to enjoy oar; ecOme involved with exposition.

Concerning the reading process, Pat explained that she reed every word of

a short story carefully, so-she wouldn't nisi anything. And all expressed ab-

horrence at "looking ahead" to see how a story would end. However, all three

said.they "skim" exposition, although exactly what they mean by this and when

they use this prOcess differ. Tess, for example, "skims" when she finds reading

dull- skipping paragraphs to see if the next4Arts are more interesting. Kate

skims see what an issignment is generally about, and if she decides sheshould

noxt details, she will reread more carefully. And Pat skims- only when her time is

limited, preferring to read 'exposition as carefully as shereads fiction.

There'Awere similarities and differences in the girls' general expectations

for story content, organization, and style. All expressed a strong, preference for

realistic characters and plots, and defined "realistic" in terms of their own

knowledge and experiences. (All noted their dislike of science fiction because

it is "unbelievable.") For Tess, characters are most important, since they are

the key to her involvement:

I think with stories, they're told by a person, or about a
person, so you tend to get into their way of thinking. And yce)
tend to grow emotionally attached. So it's like happening to
you or to a friend of yours. Subconsciously, I think about what
would have happened to me.

For Kate, theme and symbols are central. Thus her prediction of what "The Scarlet

Ibis" might be about, kbowing only the title, was "Scarlet--bleeding, death,

dying?" All three readers articulated expectations for narrative structure,

including an introduction, episodes whichfit together and build to a climax,

and an.ending. Tess' expectation for a fair ending was not permeable, or open to

altarnativess,and.she rejected "The Scarl Ibis" and accepted "Marigolds"

according to her perception of the fairness of the ending. Kate emphasized that

endings should follow from story events, an expectation reflected in this xesponse:

BEST COPY AVAILABLE
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"I think the fact that there was no surprise in Doodle's death is-good; it makes

it... more effective. The reader has been warned about it:" Finally,4only Pat ex-

pressed an appreciation of'style or lawn.; as an important general expectation.

Tess mentioned style, but for her this meant the author "gets on with tt" so the

story doesn't "drag."

The girls' general expectations for expository content and Organization 'were

more consistent than those for fiction. These readers' expectations for the con-
.

tent of exposition were based on exposition's informational purpose: the{ infor-

mation should be truthful, recent, complete, and unbiased. According to Kate,

the content of exposition is "facts" which describe a "single vent;" that is,

exposition is not generalizable in the way fiction is. Further, Rate stated

that exposition should have "many details" and that these details should fulfill

the reason the text is being read. In their responses to the textbook selections,

the girls' general expectations for expository content are obvious,

typically noted their agreement or disagreement with the "faces," stating "That's

true" or "That's a fact" according to their knowledge and experiences. But in

contrast to their general expectations for narrative structure, none of these

readers articulated a general expectation for the structure of exposition. Nor was a

sense of organization evident in their responses to the textbook selections. Thus

text organization does not appear to be included in their general expec-

tations for exposition. Finally, as was true for fiction, only Pat mentioned style

a3 s general expectation for exposition. She said,

Like I love Newsweek. It's my favorite magazine. I like the
way they deliver the information; I pick up on the writer's -11y1t.
It's gat to catch your eye. It's got to be interesting. You want
it to be-=how do I want to say it-you want to turn tha pegs. You
want to continue reeding...a writer can make it,so that something°
that originally wouldn't catch my eye is interesting.

Pat also commented that exposition needs to be "clear." For her, written style

is central to her general expectations for both fiction and exposition.

4
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In addition to general expectations for fiction And exposition, Kate, Pat,

and Tess held expectations for th3 'sharing their responses. In the individual

sessions, all initially seemed to thi k response as, the answering of clues-

tions. They finished reading a segment and would wait expectantly fot a ques...:

tion, even though they knew the task was to state th ir opinions, feelings,

thoughts, and reactions, and even though they had practiced this task success-

\.
fully at the initial session. It seems likely that this is a result of their

classroom experiences, for as the study progressed their reticence to initiate

their own responses gradually diminished, although it never completely disappeared.

In the group sessions, however, all three were eager and willing to exchange

ideas, and demonstrated cooperation in taking turns during these lively sessions.

Pat assumed a teacher-like role, opening the discussions with a question and

periodically asking a question which changed the topic of discussion. In small

groups, all seemed to think of response as the sharing of ideas, opinions, ques-

tions, and personal associations and feelings. Disagreement was expected and

desirable. These expectations for group discussions also appear to result from

the girls' classroom experiences, since their teachers in the interdis ipiinary

classes, regularly used small group'Aiscussions.

ext S ecific Expectations for Short Stories and Textbook Selections...................

Type of stext had a marked illluence on these readers' establishment of

etext-specific expectations during reading. Kate, Pat, and Tess au established

text-specific expectat4ons for the short-stories, making spontaneous predictions

and reading with a sense of what would happen next. But none of hern read with a

O

strong sense of the direction or organization of the textbook selections. At the

same time, there were individual differences in the text-specific, expectations

for the short stories and in the predictions made for the textbook selections.

For the short stories, all three readers first established a global expectation .
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for what each story would be about near the beginning of their reading, and

usually following the first.segment.-Tor example, Tes's stated of "The Scarlet

Ibis " "It's going to be about their CDood.c and the brother'Orelationship,

obviously, all the way through." The girls' giobal expectations for each story
'46

were generalli, corrAct and were used as a frameyork for establishing more speci-

fic expectations ab reading progressed. These more specific expectations were

influenced by the related factors of involvement with the characters, comprehen.

sion of teat general expectation for fiction, and individual experiences and

knowledge in relation to the authors' experiences and knowledge as revealed in.

the stories. For example, Kate found it difficult to sympathize with Lizabeth in

"Marigolds" since her upper-middle-class background was so distant from Lizabeth's

Depression-time poverty. Perhaps an element of "happiness binding" (Squire, 1964)

was also involved in Kate's spontane s and incorrect predictions that Lizabeth

would get to know and 11.ke Miss Lotti that her father would get a lob with Miss

Lottie, and that Lizabeth would "fix" th3 flowers. On the other hand, Tess' in-
.

tense sympathy with Doodle in "The Scarlet Ibis" and her general expectation that

stories have fair outcomes, led her tO incorrectly expect a "happy ending" where

Doodle grew strong and succeeded in school. Pat's text-specific expectations

differed from Kate's and Tess' in that she qualified her expectations or cast

them as questions: "Yaybe Doodle4i starting to grow up or something?" or "Maybe

she's going to wreck Miss Lottie's flowers. Then again, maybe she'll stop herself

in time, who knows?" The text-specific expectations of these readers indicate

./

their involvement in the stories, familiarity withfie narrative pattern of

development, de both;

In contrast, none of the three read with a strong sense of the direction or

organization of the textbook selections; none of _them made spontaneous predic-

tions. The development of text-specific expectations not an important part
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of their reading and responding to the textbook selections, as it had been for

theishort stories. This suggests a possible lack of involvement in the texts'or

a not unexpected lack of knowledge about the content or organization of the texts.

At the same time, the readers' ability to mike correct predictions as part

of the prediction task of the study was influencedby the explicitness of cues

or markers in the text. All were able to make correct predictions for the selec-

tionwith headings and subheadings when reminded to do so. For the other twit,

the absence of direct cues led to incorrect or general predictions which were

based on the readers! background knowledge. For example, Pet imposed a developmen

tat organization on this text in her predictions, although this was not the authors'

structUre, and she used her organization to make inferences and to structure' her

retelling\of what the text was about. There was 'also a difference,in the attitudes

of the girls toward predicting for, the two selection. For the marked text, this

task made sense to them, because information about upcoming text was provided cnd

they could look back to the text to find

direct cues, Tess' reactions ranged from

Pat were cooperative, generally ignoring

it. But for

playfulness

the text without headings or

to annoyance, and sate and

their earlier predictions during their

reading and responding.

The Impect of Croce Resptnsee,

For only one of the girls did-the group disussions result in a distinct

change in later individual post.discuseion4responses. Put group .discussione were

beneficial for all three girls since the discussions led them to extend,the focus

of their responses, and to clarify,

responses to both the short stories

change of ideas in a group of peers

reexamine, and verify their earlier individual

and the textbook selections. Also, the ex-

had positive affeCtive outcomes.

Only for Pat was there a change in the style of response to the short

stories which can be clearly attributed to the group discussions. Her understanding
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of what happened in the short stories did not change, but her notion of what the

stories were about expanded to include a statement of theme, so that she also

made generalisations. Similarly, Pat had read the textbook selections less crit-
.

ically than KateAdr. Tess, and the diocuiiions.ledherto extend the depth of her

evaluation of the textbook selections. Rate's responses after the discussions

die not change Marla:idly from her earlier individual responses, although she had

hew insights during the group discussions which supported her opinions, and the

focus of her group responses expanded to include written style. It remains un-

clear whether or not Kate's short storyigeneralization responses would change

were another discussant to articulate and support more appropriate statements of

theme.,Tess' post-discussion responses were also similar to her earlier4ndivid-,

ual responses, even though Kate and Pat argued persuasively for a different in-

terpretation of "'The Scarlet Ibis." Instead, Tess tenaciously defended her own
.

inference in the group discussion, and stated she Was unwilling to listen to

their explanations,. In similar situations where Tess is unable to assume the
ti

spectator stance- -where she is intensely involved with a character--it is pool-
/

Bible that she would be unable eo benefit from group discussions.

At the same time, each participant made group responses which extended the

focus of tIte others' group responses. For example, Tess' incorrect inference

about the ending of "The Scarlet ibis"led.Rate end- Pat to reexamine and defend

their views, positive outcomes, although they eventually became exasperated at
1

Tess' refusal to "listen to reason." Tess also turned the topic of discussion of

the textbook selictions to the stereotypical depiction of male and female roles,

which led both Pat and Rate to reexamine their responses. Rate initiated die-

cusaionvf general expectations for fiction and exposition and presented her

opinions about the stories' themes, topics which would not have been addressed

in the discussions except for her presence. Similarly, Pat initiated discussion

19
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of the "poetic language" of the two stories and the written style of the textbook

selections. Finally, in se king confirmation of what they found to be interesting

or questionable in the textbook selections, these readers led each of the others

to reexamine and clarify earlier responses.

But these discussions had impact ,on the participants other than that of ,

influencing their responses: Al!. the participants indicated their enjoyment of.

the discussions. While they found discussions of both types of text to be. benefi.

cial, all three prefeUed the short story discussions. They attributed this

preference to the fact that they liked the.atory texts better and to the rela-

tive lack of disagreement during the textbook selection discussions. The tran-

scripts reveal numerous disagreements-during the discussions of both text types,

but for the textbook seleitions, the disagreements _were not central to understand-

ing the content, focusing instead on tangential issues. The lack of disagreement
.11110

was explained by all three readers as due t4 exposition's not being open to inter-
:

pretation in the way stories are. As Kate said, "You just have to kind of accept
4

things as fact. Until you can prove them wrong with more facts, there's not much

you can say about.it."

The three participants in this study were all sensitive to the patterns of

their peers' responses. They noted the strengths and weaknesses of the other

girls' responses, and evaluated their own responses in light of those of their

peers. For example, Kate expressed amazement at the way Pat could focus on and

remember important details and sentenceo. Pat mentioned how Tess' emotional respon-

ses to the short stories blocked her openness to other 'interpretations. Pat also

remarked on Tess' responses to the textbook selections:

It C"Structure and Interaction in the American Familej was
really interesting. I didn't agree with parts, but Tess really
shows herself to be a, you know, feminist. Obviously! I'p not.

And Tess commented when attempting to explain the disc between her under-
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standing of "The Scarlet Ibis" and the other Oler

have .one older sister, and Kate" has all younger brothers
and sisters. So that could be a perspective on it. lecause
Rat really felt sorry for the older kid an she .is the older
ki and I felt 4eally sorry for Doodle and t trii/oungsst.

,

The opportunity to be involved in email group diecu sions with the same group /:

(
.

.

newllembers was to the participants, and they enitoyed identifying and' evaltating

the others' typical responses.

'11tesponseil and Expectations Reconsidered: Evaluative Responses

For all the participants, evaluations of both the short stories and the

textbook selections were based on whether or not the text matched or contradicted

their general. wipectations., and whether or not text content matched or contra-
tfr

dicted their experiences and knowledge. Evaluations of the short stories were

also based on whether their text-specific expectations were met. Permeability

of expectations and background knowledge wee also related to evaluttion. Kate,

for example, did not reject "Marigolds" when her text-specific expectat,tons were

not met, but rather reexamined her expectations and comprehension, attempting

to assimilate this author's-understand:31gs with her own. The disparity between

Lizabethls situation and her own family life led her to accent the story, but to

disagree with its theme: "I wouldn't think that ftts the theme, that life is

ugly and barrelg necessarily true. I think it's a one-sided look at life °Kate

preferred "The Scarlet Ibis," the story for which her teat- specific expectations

were met. Tess showed that she we less open to contradiction of her general

and text-specific expectations. She rejected "The Scarlet Ibis" because of its

ly unsatisfactorynending. In contrast, "Marigolds" did end as she ex-

and did have a just ending, in her view, so she strongly preferred this

storms t provided herself with. alternative expectatinne during her re.ading,

her text-specific expectations were not contradicted, Nn- general expectation

1 21
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for style was met, and she cnloyed and accepted both short.pit4iies.

As noted earliers.these readers evaluated the textbook selections according

to their general expectation that the content is truthful; recent, and complete,

sines the purpose of exposition is to infori. An example is one of tatels.respon-

ses to "Agencies of Socialization: the Family:" - *I- .
.J 8

4.
. Well, I think it's true about the mother and father. It's )

a fact. But itts.stereetypis again. And I don't know how old
this rem text3 is anyhow ''checks to see if there is'a date
on the. front page3 . These days lots of fathers are more
involved in the care of the Children.

Pat also evaluated the written .tyle of the textbook selections, prefe ring one ,

over the other since it was "pretty clear" and henooth," while the. er was ir

"too choppy." Slr.i. the establishmint of text-specific expectations was not an
. girib'

, I.
important aspect of the reading and responding, whether or not they made cor- !

rect predictions had little impact on their evaluations of the textbook selections.

A major difference in the girls' esluationa of short stories and textbook,

selections concerns their willingness to change the text. Except-for Tess'

desire to change the ending of "The Scarlet Ibis," the girls would not make

changes in the short stories, even when they had crititiew of the characters or

events, or their text-specific expectations were not met. Evidently, the general
ft

expectation concerning purpose for reeling fiction overrides vi)lation of text-

specific expectations or background and expereinces. In other words, to change

these stories would have violated the purpose for reading fiction, to "learn

about life" from another persont4 perspective. In contrast, all three of the

girls would make- changes in the textbook selections. Changes included making the

information more recent or complete Or avoiding sterotypes: Voit would also change

the style to make the texts easier to reed. And Kate advised adding examples of

"real people" to make tto selections more interesting. In fact, all these readers
4

said exposition was more interesting and readable when elements of narrative are
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included. When missing, they added their own in the form of personal associa.

tions or hypothetical aanarios. These readers' willingness to change exposi.

tion, but not fiction, was based on'their contrasting purposes for reading these

two text types.

Discussion and IftliCations P
4

The results of this study support a theory of reader response which includse,

critical and subjective responses to both literature and exposition, and which

accounts for the roles of reader, text, and peer's in response.
0

: More specifically, the results of this study support the findings of

Squire (1964), Calda (19801, and Mauro (1983) that readers have preferred respon.a.

see to literature, and suggest that these preferences extend to exposition.
0.

if adolescents do have Orefetr%..s patterns of responding common to both short

stories and textbook selections, ik did the participants of the present

si y, then teachers need to be aware of these prgferences. In some instances
VO1/4

en ittiividual's preferred way, focus, Or quality of response may not be the

most approyate oOrewarding. Teachers need to encourage development
. 't.

of a wide variety of responses.. When students have alternatives, they may
.10-

respond more fully and flexibly, according to the purposes for reading and the

demands of a paiticular-text.

The results of this study4blso support the findings of Mauro (1983) and

Cullinanset al. (1983) that readers' expectations for fiction and thiir back-

ground knowledge or experience. influence-their evaluation of literature. The

findings of the present study suggest that exposition is evaluated simile y.

An' interesting and imiportant question growing out of this study's findinkabout

general expectations concerns how expectations for reading and responding are

established. Applebee (197) examined how the concept of story develops in

children from ages 2 -17, but to my knowledge there has begn no examination of
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how tte "concept of exposition" is developed. Since Children usually, encounter

sto ies.before infotmetional text; it is possible that at sons point general

,
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expectations for exposition, are developed by, modifying story expectations.

Further research.mightexamine baq general expectations for exposition develop.

Each participant in this study established general expectations which

differed for fiction' and exposition. Lad while there was notable agreement

among these readers about the purp6ses for reading fiction and exposition,

other expectations about content, organisatipnlfor style were individual. The

strength withWhich these general expectations' were held'also varied. By pro

viding etudeAs like Rate, Pat, and Tess with a-wide variety of reading.materials,

teachers might encourage them to develop fuller and more flexible sets of

general expectations, which in ternmight enable them to respond appropriately

to the fiction and exposition they encounter both in and put of the classroom.

The three adolescents of this study did not establish text.:specitic

expectations for exposition, although they were able to predict what upcoming

text would be about when expli:itt cues were supplied. This finding conflicts

with stultivinvestigating readers' use of macsostructuse to organise
Aft

recall of text information. Perhaps realer. like Kate, Pato and Tess need

instruction and practicein,developin0ext-specific expectations based on

their general expectations and use of text structure. Further, if readers like

Fate, Pat, and Tess are expected to predict what upcoming text will he about

in order to aid their.comprehension and recall of expository texts, then teachers

and textbook publishers need to evaluate their textbooks for the presence of

explicit text cues. Teachers might also explore text content with their stu-

dents'before reading and discuss the value of using background knowledge for

predicting what future segments of text may be about when explicit.text cues

24
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are absent.

The findings oftLis study also support Wilson's (1966) anti Beach's (1973)

conclUsions that'stWents are Ago to go beyond their individual responses as

a result of sharing responses in a group of peers. The present study extends
.

these conclusions...-to a lesser degree...4o expository texts. Taken with

Calda's (1980) findings that only one of tbreslifth4rade. participants wee-

able to learn from peer'discussions, the results of this study suggest that

there may be a developmental pattern for students' ability to extend their

responses as akresult of peer group discussions. Future, research might explore

how this ability develops, as'well as how group make -up influences students'

6 ability to learn frogidlasoelons.

By encouraging the sharing -of responses in a variety of settings(such as

peer pairssmall groups, and whole class) teachers might extend the response

capacities of students like Kate, Pat, and Tess. These readers' awareness of

the other group members' responses and the purposes for discussionvand their

ability to compare their own responses with those of their peers suggest that

it may indeed be possible to expand the repertoire of an individualve responses

and reduce inappropriate responses to both fiction and exposition through

group discussions.

If our goal as educators is to develop readers capable of appropriate

responses to a variety of texts, then we must first understand how students do

read, and respond to texts. This study compared the oral responses of three ado-

lescents to short stories and textbook selections, identified their general

expectations for fiction and exposition, examined and corrred their text-

( specific expectations for two short stories and two textbook selections, and

compared their individual and group responses. Thus this study has added to our
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understanding of adolescentrWresponses. With a more complete understanding ofil

how students do read .and respond to a variety of texts, teachers' may he ,better

able to guide their students beyond literal maprehenision to critical; full,

and flexible responses to a variety of text types. And when students'are
,4

%.

.*,

capable of a range of responses, they will be more likely to find rewards in
.

%

theIr._reading, and so choose to become lifetime readers.

4
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